Abstract-The rapid advances in the development of low-cost computer hardware have led to many proposals for the use of this hardware to improve the performance of database management systems. Usually the design proposals are quite vague about the performance of the system with respect to a given data management application. In this paper we predict the performance of several of the proposed database management machines with respect to several representative INGRES queries. The systems analyzed in this paper include associative disks, RAP, CASSM, DBC, DIRECT, and CAFS. We demonstrate that no one database machine is best for executing all types of queries. We will also show that for one class of queries the degree of performance improvement achieved does not warrant use of a database machine.
INTRODUCTION T HE rapid advances in the development of low-cost com-
Tputer hardware have led to many proposals for the use of this hardware to improve the performance of database manageManuscript received November 6, 1980 . This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grants MCS75-03839 and MCS78-01721, the U.S. Army Research Office under Contracts DAAG29-79-C-0182, DAAG29-79-C-0165, and DAAG29-80-C-0041, and the Applied Mathematical Sciences ment systems. Usually, the design proposals are quite vague about the performance of the system with respect to a given data management application. In this paper we predict the performance of several of the proposed database management machines with respect to several representative INGRES [1] query streams. We will demonstrate that no one database machine is best for executing all types of queries. We will also show that for one class of queries the degree of performance improvement achieved does not warrant use of a database machine. We hope that these results will guide the design of future database machines so that a significant degree of performance improvement can be achieved for all classes of queries.
The term "data management machines" is used here to describe any special-purpose hardware built to enhance the performance of data management systems. The systems analyzed in this paper include both those actually built and those that remain designs on paper. The systems analyzed are associative disks [2]-[4], RAP [5] - [7] , CASSM [81-[10, DBC [11] - [16] , DIRECT [17] - [20] , and CAFS [211, [22] .
Since most of the proposed designs are paper machines, we had to make certain assumptions about the characteristics of each machine in order to make the performance comparisons fair and consequently meaningful. These assumptions are discussed in Section II. Section III predicts and compares the performance of each machine when executing three benchmark retrieval queries. Because several of these systems have continued to evolve since our analysis began, the results presented may not reflect the performance characteristics of 0098-5589/82/0100-0061$00.75 (D 1981 IEEE While the analysis techniques we employ could be used for benchmarking the update performance of each machine, we have not done so in this analysis. This is because updates take a relatively short time to execute (compared to projections and joins) and basically consist of a retrieval operation followed by modification (or deletion) of the selected tuples.
The performance of a conventional computer system is also included in the comparison. Therefore, we are able to explore those design differences in the database machines that affect performance as well as the potential improvement of such machines over conventional systems. Our conclusions are presented in Section IV. The Appendix contains a brief description of the architecture of each machine.
II. SPECIFICATION OF DATABASE
MACHINE CHARACTERISTICS The performance analysis presented in Section III consists of an analytical comparison of the database machines. The comparisons are based on assumptions about the physical characteristics of 'the machines. These assumptions are discussed in this section.
A. Cell Storage Media
For the purposes of comparing the systems, it is assumed that each database machine except RAP and DIRECT uses moving head disks as the data cell storage media. Although associative disk machines and CASSM were designed for fixedhead disks, the use of the same media for all the systems helps make the analysis of the design differences independent of the storage media. Since RAP and DIRECT are caching systems, they are assumed to have the faster, but sequential, storage media that CCD's provide.
B. Physical Specifications for Disks
The physical specifications for the disks are assumed to be those of the Ampex 9200 disk drives. The rotation time of the moving head disk is denoted by DROT, which is assumed to be 0.0167 s. The average access time DAVAC is 0.030 s. The block size BSIZE is equal to 512 bytes. The data transfer rate of the disk, through the controller and channel, is DRATE = 0.0012 s/S12 byte block. The time for a cell processor to read a block is not the same as DRATE because the block goes directly to the cell processor, instead of 'through the bus and the operating system protocols into the computer's main memory. This time, DREAD, for an Ampex 9200 disk would be 0.0008 s/block (0.0167 s/rotation/22 blocks/track). DRATE is generally longer than DREAD in most computer systems due to channel and memory interference. DCYL, the number of 512-byte blocks per cylinder, is equal to 418 blocks (22 blocks/track * 19 tracks/cylinder). Table I 3) If a tuple is a match, any of the following: a) perform any arithmetic functions specified in the query, b) transmit the tuple from the buffer to the host over a bus, c) transmit the specified attributes to the host. In order to operate optimally, this work must be performed at the rotational speed of the cell. This rate is 0.0008 s/512-byte block on most standard disks. Therefore, the processors have 1.5 ,us/byte to process the block. If the storage media is CCD or RAM pages, the time is 0.73 Ms/byte. Assuming that it takes three instructions to examine a byte and that every byte must be examined, then a cell processor must be about a 2'MIP processor. for the disk tracks and a 3 MIP processor for the CCD cells.
In practice, however, the performance requirements of the cell processors for both storage media can be s'ignificantly reduced through the following techniques.
1) All 512 characters in the block do not have to be manipulated. By storing the offsets of the attributes to be tested in cell-processor registers, then the only' data that have to be examined by the cell processor are those attributes which are referenced in the query. If both the ratio of the number of bytes in the attributes involved in the qualification to the total number of bytes per block and the ratio of the number of successful comparisons to the total number of tuples are small, then the cell processors can be slower and 1This performance evaluation was initiated when CCD's were still considered to be a viable technology. Both of the cache-based systems (RAP and DIRECT) could also be implemented using RAM's. Furthermore, the performance of both systems using RAM's would not be significantly different from the results presented in this paper for CCD's. 2) In [8] and [13] it is observed that very fast cell processors can be made inexpensively because they are simple single function devices and do not need the functionality (e.g., addressing and protection modes, interrupt handling, etc.) of a conventional processor. For example, [6] reported that the RAP cell processors were bound in speed by the data rate of the CCD pages, not the processor speed.
3) Finally, if the cell processor is not fast enough to complete query qualification in the time allotted, the next block will not be read into the cell processor's memory. In this case the cell processor must wait a full revolution of the cell storage media before reading the next block.
E. Number of Cells
Ampex 9200 moving-head disks contain 19 tracks/cylinder (the twentieth track is used as a timing track). Consequently, the number of cells for those database machines that are diskresident, NDCELL, is assumed to be 19.
The number of 16K byte data pages in the CCD cache for RAP and DIRECT is assumed to be 16. Since RAP tightly couples the processors to the data cells, the number of cell processors for RAP, NRCELL, is also 16. This seems to be a fair assumption since the RAP processors are faster and slightly more powerful than those cell processors used for the database machines which can employ moving head disks.
The cells in DIRECT are not tightly coupled to the cell processors. To reflect DIRECT's usage of general purpose processors rather than the specialized less functional processors of the other systems NDRP was chosen to be 8. The results of [19] indicate that a data cell-to-cell processor ratio of 2: 1 is sufficient for high performance. We have assumed, however, that all cell processors are 1 MIP processors (see Section III-D). It is important to keep in mind that DIRECT and RAP cannot process data directly on the disk, but instead rely on a disk cache constructed from CCD cells which must be loaded from the disk before processing can begin. We feel that reducing the number of cell processors available from 19 for the associative disk systems, to 16 for RAP, and 8 for DIRECT sufficiently compensates for the corresponding increase in functionality. Table III 
G. Host Time
The host for all the backend machines, and the entire system for the conventional machine, is assumed to be a DEC PDP 11/70. The host system must perform two functions for each of the backend systems: query compilation and communication with the backend. The former is denoted as "overhead," the latter "communication time." 1) Host Overhead: After the query is retrieved from the user's terminal, it is parsed and transformed-into the appropriate form for the backend. The time required for this compilation is divided into two parts: OVCPU denotes the overhead CPU time, and OVIO denotes the overhead I/O time. In assigning numerical values to OVIO and OVCPU, we assume that the queries are precompiled, and that terminal communication time is so small that it can be disregarded.
The usual strategy for precompiling queries is that the user defines a query prior to execution time; the data management system parses, validity checks, and sets up a run-time module for the query. When it is executed, information about what the query depends upon (e.g., structure of the relation) must be checked. The minimal I/O time for such checking is one disk access per relation. Therefore, OVIO = DAVAC = 0.030 s/relation. This assumes that validity checking is done entirely in the host and does not, involve the backend.
OVCPU is the CPU time required to perform this validity checking. In UNIX it takes 0.006 s of CPU time to request a memory-resident page from the operating system and transfer it into a user's address space [23] . In [24] 2) The Performance of Caching Database Machines: RAP and DIRECT cannot process data directly on the disk, but instead rely on a CCD cache which is loaded from mass storage.
3) The Effect Upon Performance of the Transfer of Entire Tuples to the Host: The simpler database machines always must return the full tuple to the host.
In [24] three classes of relational queries are identified:
overhead-intensive, data-intensive, and multirelational queries. In order to compare the performance of each database machine with each other and a "fast" version of INGRES, one query was chosen from each category. Query Q1 is an overhead-intensive query; Q2 is a data-intensive multirelation query (i.e., a join between two relations); and Q3 is a dataintensive query on a single relation which includes an aggregate operation.
Each of the three queries are actual queries and were chosen to reflect the "average" query of that type as reported in [24] . The following facts are relevant to the performance comparisons for this query.
1) The relation fits on one cylinder because the number of pages is less than DCYL, the number of disk blocks per cylinder.
2) Since there were only three tuples returned to the host, the time to process the retrieved data and send it to the user terminal is assumed to be 0. Also, since the hit ratio is so low, it is assumed that there is not a problem with bus contention or controller processor speed.
3) There is one relation in the query, so the host overhead 2) Associative Disks and CAFS: For this query the associative disks and CAFS have the same functionality. The time required for either system is AWORK = OVCPU + OVIO + BCOM + DAVAC + n*DROT. There must be one disk access (DAVAC) to position the machine at the right cylinder. Then, since the data reside on a single cylinder and since the cell processors operate at the rotational speed of the disk, the data processing will take one revolution of the disk. Thus, n = 1. Then AWORK (0.089-0.267) s. The response time is the same.
The major components of the best case time are the two disk access times: one to perform the overhead functions on the host and the other to position the disk arm for data processing. The worst case time is dominated by the host CPU overhead.
3) CASSM: First, the storage requirements for the QTRCOURSE relation on CASSM must be determined. There are 1110 tuples in the relation. Assuming a two-byte encoding of the relation name, 2220 bytes will be required to store the per-tuple relation name. There are 25 attributes per tuple. Assuming that each attribute name can be encoded in one 1 byte, then since the name is stored for each attribute of each tuple, 27 750 bytes are necessary to identify attributes. Each tuple is 127 bytes long; however, in CASSM no character fields over four characters long are directly stored. They are stored once, then pointers to the correct character string are stored in each tuple. Using that method for storing the relation requires 74 bytes per tuple, which includes 9 pointers to character strings. The nine attributes that are represented as character strings were measured to require 6417 bytes of storage. So the total storage required is 221 blocks, validating Langdon 's conjecture that the extra storage required for the delimiters in CASSM is offset by the data encoding algorithm it uses [2] . These data will fit on one cylinder.
The work required to perform this query is CWORK = OVCPU + OVIO + BCOM + DAVAC+n*DROT. The number of rotations n is 1 rotation to mark all tuples for the relation QTRCOURSE 1 rotation to find the pointer to character string "despain, a.m." 1 rotation to mark all tuples with the pointer to "despain, a.m."
1 rotation to return all "day" attributes in marked tuples 1 rotation to return all "hour" attributes in marked tuples 5 . It is assumed that CASSM sends the attributes to the host in their coded form, along with the necessary decoding information. Since the query only produces 3 tuples, the host CPU time required for decoding can be disregarded. The value for n for this query is therefore 5, and the work to process the query is CWORK = (0.156-0.334) s. The response time CRES is the same.
The best case time is dominated by the five rotations. The major component in the worst case is the same as in the previous systems, the host overhead CPU time. The response time is the same.
7) Conclusion: While we have attempted to adjust the various system parameters (e.g., number of processors) in order to make the comparisons fair, one expects that a more complex system, where that complexity consists of added buffers, processors, etc., should result in faster response time and less system work. In Fig. 1 the system work for each of the systems is plotted. (We have not plotted the response times for each system since they are generally the same as the system work.) The systems are ordered along the horizontal axis on the basis of "increasing complexity": 1) INGRES, the "basic" system, 2) Associative Disks, CAFS-the cell processors are relatively simple,
3) CASSM-more intelligence in the cell and controlling processors, 4) RAP-very fast cell processors; CCD cells, 5) DBC-highly functional controlling processor: structure memory, index translation unit, etc., 6) DIRECT-fast, general purpose cell processors, crosspoint switch.
This curve indicates that the increased complexity of the machines does not result in decreased system work or faster response times. While RAP and DIRECT exhibit the fastest best case times, they also have the slowest worst case times-in -which case they are even slower than INGRES. This situation occurs because INGRES maintains QTRCOURSE as a hashed relation, and only reads three pages of it. The caching systems (i.e., RAP and DIRECT) had to serially read the entire relation. This seems to indicate that database machines which rely on caching do not perform satisfactorily on simple overheadintensive queries. When compared with the performance of "fast INGRES" is it apparent that for this query the increased cost and complexity of the database machines do not result in a significant increase of performance.
B. Multirelation Queries
The second query chosen for our evaluation is the following multirelation query Q2: 1) Form R2, the sorted, restricted projection of "ROOMS," retaining R2 in an in-memory array. R2 contains 22 tuples in two pages, and can easily be kept in memory.
2) Scan the "COURSE" relation and compare the join fields of each tuple in COURSE to each tuple in R2.
3) Output the required attributes of any matching tuples. Using this algorithm, the total work for fast INGRES is RSORT, the time to perform the sorted, restricted projection of ROOMS, will be calculated first. The work that must be performed to create R2 is as follows: 1) read the entire ROOMS relation, testing each tuple to determine if ROOMS. type = "lab", 2) for those tuples that are the correct type, write the building, roomnum, and capacity attributes to an in-memory array (R2), 3) sort R2 on "roomnum, building" and remove duplicates.
The CPU time to perform the above is composed of the time to sort R2 (which was measured to be 0.06 s on the 11/70) and the time to read ROOMS, which is equal to 0.006 * 29= 0.174 s. Therefore, RSORT = 0.23 s.
CCOMP, the time to compare the (roomnum, building) attributes in COURSE to those in R 2, will be determined next. There are 22 tuples in R2, and 11 436 in COURSE. Since R2 is sorted, each of the COURSE tuples need be compared only until a "greater than"-result is found. The (roomnum, building) attribute pair is 20 characters long. If for each COURSE tuple, on the average one half of the R2 tuples (11 tuples) are ex- DAVAC is the average access time to begin reading the first cylinder. CYAVAC is the time to move the disk head from one cylinder to an adjacent one. For AMPEX 9200 disk drives, that time is 0.010 s. COURSE is stored in 130 tracks; the time to access the first track on each cylinder is included in the terms DAVAC and 6*CYAVAC; the time to access the remaining tracks is the average latency DROT/2. Finally, the time to transfer the' data to memory is 2858 pages * DRATE.
Therefore, the total DPIO time is DPIO = DAVAC + ROT/2 + 29 * DRATE + DAVAC + 6*CYAVAC + (130-7) * DROT/2 + 2858 *DRATE = 4.62 s.
The total work to process this query is Since the data processing I/O can be overlapped with CDP, the response time is FRES = (25.12-32.93) s. Both times are dominated by the operating system overhead associated with reading the pages (CDP).
2) Associative Disks: It shall be assumed that the following algorithm is used in processing query Q2 in an associative disk system.
1) The sorted restricted projection of ROOMS (R2) is formed in the host.
2) The host issues 22 queries, one for each tuple in'R2, to retrieve from the associative disk the tuples in "COURSE" with matching roomnum and building attributes as those in the query. ' 3) DBC: The key question in determining the performance of the DBC on this query is whether the search space in the seven cylinders used to store the "COURSE" relation can be narrowed to one or two cylinders by the use oft attribute indices. The "COURSE" relation was clustered on course number, which is not mentioned in this query. Therefore, even if indexes existed for each of the "COURSE" attributes in this query, they would not narrow the search space because in the absence of any strong correlation between course number and the other attributes, it is to be expected that qualifying tuples will occur on each of the seven cylinders.
DBC handles single-relation queries only, and in [12] it was shown how joins are split into single-relation queries. Using the queries in [12] as a guide, we find that DBC will process query Q2 in exactly the same manner as the associative disk. Therefore, its execution time is the same as the associative disk. 4) CASSM: The algorithm which CASSM uses to implement joins is based on two bit-maps, one for each of the relations to be joined. First, a pass is made over the smaller relation (ROOMS), and the join attributes (roomnum, building) of qualifying tuples are used to hash to a bit-map to mark the presence of a value. Next, a pass is made over the second relation (COURSE) and a second bit-map is marked if the (roomnum, building) attribute pair hash to a location that is marked in the first bit-map. Also, if both bit-maps are marked, the tuple is itself marked for collection. Finally, a second pass is made over the first relation, and those tuples whose (roomnum, building) pairs hash to marked locations in both bit-maps are marked for output. The marked attributes from both relations are sent to the host processor to perform the actual join. This final step is required since the hash functions are most likely not perfect.
The It should be noted that DIRECT could achieve approximately the same level of performance on this query if it were constructed from 16 1/2 MIP processors instead of eight 1 MIP processors. Furthermore, the number of cell processors which could be effectively utilized could be increased to 90. However, doing so would decrease both the best and worst case execution times by at most 1 s (DCOMP equals 0) because the execution time for DIRECT is dominated by the time to load the CCD cache. 6) RAP: It is assumed that the algorithm used by RAP for this query is the same as the one which is used by the associative disk system. That is, 1) form sorted restricted projection of "ROOMS," holding it in memory, 2) perform 22 subqueries. Since the RAP backend system does not include a general purpose computer, the sorted restricted projection of ROOMS must be performed in the host, which subsequently issues the 22 subqueries 2) A pass is made over the second relation (COURSE) and a second bit-map is marked if the (roomnum, building) attribute pair hash to a location that is marked in the first bit-map. Also, if both bit-maps are marked, the tuple is itself sent to the host.
3) A second pass is made over the first relation, and those tuples whose (roomnum, building) pairs hash to marked locations in both bit-maps are sent to the host.
The host must perform the actual join on the smaller relations passed to it.
The time to process query Q2 in CAFS is therefore CAWORK =-OVCPU + OVIO + BCOM + HJOIN + 2 * RPROC + CPROC. The time to perform the join in the host, HJOIN was discussed in the section on CASSM, and found to be 14.1 s.
RPROC, the time to scan the ROOMS relation and mark the first bit-map, is RPROC = DAVAC + DROT. CRPOC, the time to scan the COURSE relation, is CPROC = DAVAC + 6 * CYAVAC + 7 * DROT. The total time is therefore: CAWORK= (14.48-14.81) s.
The response time is the same.
8) Conclusion:
The -results of this query are plotted in Fig. 2 . The best performance is demonstrated by DIRECT. The associative disk and DBC systems also perform well because they do not rely significantly on the host. The CAFS and CASSM systems are handicapped by the fact that they must perform the join in the host.
The performance of RAP is very sensitive to whether the COURSE relation can be completely stored in the CCD data cells. In order to execute the join of the ROOMS and COURSE relations, RAP, like the associative disk and DBC systems, depends on rescanning the COURSE relation for each tuple of the ROOMS relation. While this approach limits the performance of the associative disk and DBC systems on join operations, it has a very significant impact on the performance of RAP when the size of the COURSE relation requires that the query be repeated for each section of the COURSE relation.
C. Aggretate Functions
An aggregate function is applied to a relation by first partitioning the relation based on the value of an attribute. Then A WORST CRSE TIME El BEST CASE TIME a function is applied to the tuples in each partition. The result is one value for each partition. terminal. This algorithm requires one backend communication and one pass over the GMASTER relation for each of the 17 unique values.
Since CASSM's cell processors are capable of summing attribute values, the host processor does not need to be used. The algorithm used is to find the first value of acct and set one of its mark bits to show it is participating in this sum and then mark every tuple that contains a pointer to that value of acct. This requires one pass over the data. During the next pass over the data, the first value of fund for the marked tuples is found and another mark bit is set. Then the CASSM cell processors will make another pass over the data in which the encumb attribute from each doubly marked tuple is summed. This algorithm continues by repeatedly finding the next unmarked value of the fund field for this value of acct. When all qualifying values of fund have been found, the algorithm is repeated until there are no more values of acct. In this particular query, the results are skewed because there was only one value for acct and 17 values for fund. Therefore, the algorithm takes one pass to mark all tuples for the one acct and then 34 passes for the 17 unique values of the fund field (two passes for each fund value).
Using the algorithms described above and similar techniques to those employed in Sections 111-A and III-B, the performance of each database machine was evaluated for this query. The results are displayed in Fig. 3 . From examination of this graph it is apparent that the CASSM and DIRECT machines give the best performance enhancement over a standard "fast INGRES" system. Even in the worst case (when the entire GMASTER relation must first be loaded into the cache) DIRECT Fig. 3 . Query Q3. machine provides. For instance, if the function is a simple test for equality, the database machine can perform the query entirely in the backend system, thus causing a gain in the system's performance. However, if the queries are such that the function on the data is one that the database machine does not provide, as in the function of printing the data in query Qi, the host processor is heavily impacted and the database machine causes little gain in the system's performance.
The performance of DIRECT on queries Q2 and Q3 indicates that a database machine which employs a fast disk cache and general purpose query processors performs very well on nontrivial queries. The relatively poor performance of RAP on all three queries indicates that a caching database machine which relies on simple cell processors which must repeatedly scan the cache to perform the query is not a good design.
The poor performance of both DIRECT and RAP on query Ql indicates that caching database machines are not a good design if the majority of transactions expected are, simple retrievals from a single relation. For this case the associative disk and DBC systems are the best design. However, none of the proposed designs showed a significant performance improvement over the "fast INGRES" system. This seems to imply that if a database is structured so that the majority of simple queries can be processed quickly through the use of secondary indexes, then the benefits of a database machine may not be significant. However, for multirelation queries such as Q2 (for which INGRES employed a sophisticated join algorithm), the benefits of a database machine are very clear. One conclusion of this investigation is that more research is needed to marry the "on-the-disk-processing" of the associative disk, CASSM, and DBC systems for processing simple queries with an organization such as DIRECT for processing complex and multirelation queries.
One point which has not been covered in this paper is the effect of the SIMD (single instruction stream, multiple data stream) nature of all the database machines other than DIRECT. In [19] Each machine is also illustrated with a figure. For comparison, Fig. 4 shows a standard computer system (i.e., one that does not include a backend machine). In that system the data blocks which are read are serially processed by the disk controller and the channel.
A. Associative Disks
Most earlier designs for hardware to enhance the performance of data management systems were associative disk designs. First proposed by Slotnik [4] , the design is to attach a processor to each of the heads of a head-per-track device (disk or drum). Fig. 5 shows an associative disk system. The per-track processors are denoted as cell processors, and the processor that coordinates their activities is the controlling processor.
The cell processors can be loaded by the controlling processor with the value or values to search on, the search can take place in parallel, and the only data returned to the main computer are the records with the required values. As originally designed [4], the cell processors performed no arithmetic functions (e.g., sum, max, min, etc.). They were only search engines.
In Slotnik's associative disk system, query QE above would first be processed in the host machine and then a command would be sent to the associative disk to return all records in which the dept field= 10. The host processor would then format the tuples for printing, taking only the salary and name field from each tuple. If all the cell processors attempt to return a value to the controlling processor at the same time serious performance probproblems can occur. There may be bus contention problems on the data bus from the cell processors to the controlling processor. If the system does not bottleneck at the bus, the controlling processor may have problems keeping up with the data rate of all of the cell processors transferring at once. CASSM is limited in that only one attribute at a time may be tested or output. However, the testing of one attribute may be overlapped with the output of another.
The following explanation of the processing of a query in CASSM is based on a narrative of the execution of a similar query in [8] . To process QE, CASSM will, in the first cycle, mark all records that have the attribute-value pair (relation, EMP). Then in the next cycle, the attributes within the marked records are inspected and marked for collection if the record contains the attribute-value pair (dept, 10). The marked attributes "salary" are then returned to the host on the next cycle, while CASSM follows the name pointers in the marked attributes "name." The final cycle returns the name fields. The host machine must assemble the tuples to be printed by matching record numbers.
In the case that many values must be sent simultaneously to the controlling processor, the same performance problems occur as in the associative disk. CASSM deals with these problems by having the cell processors request the bus when they have a data item to transmit; if it is unavailable, the processor waits until it can transmit the data item it has before reading the next block. Therefore, bus contention problems may result in the query requiring several extra disk revolutions.
C. RAP
The relational associative processor (RAP) is similar to CASSM in that it was at first implemented by attaching multiple processors, one per head, to a fixed-head disk. However, RAP is very different from CASSM in that RAP supports only the relational data model.
There are three functional parts to the RAP design: the controller, the statistical unit, and the cells. On a fixed-head disk each cell is a disk track. There is one processor per cell. The controller communicates with the frontend computer and directs the actions of the cell processors and the statistical unit. Fig. 6 shows the RAP system. The "controlling processor" box includes the statistical unit, and directs the functions of the cell processors. RAP is more powerful in function than CASSM because of the existence of the statistical unit, which performs more functions than the CASSM processors, and because each cell processor contains several comparator units, so several attributes can be tested simultaneously. RAP organizes data in relations which are stored in the data cells. [6] and may eventually use random access memory [7] in place of the fixed-head disk. The version of RAP used in this discussion is that reported in [7] . It allows an individual cell to contain parts of several relations.
QE would be processed by RAP by passing the query to the RAP controller, which would determine which cells contain the "emp" relation, and direct the appropriate processors to return all tuples for which the dept = 10. The controlling processor would then pass these tuples to the host machine. In the case of bus contention the cell processors hold the data until the bus is free, thus potentially losing revolutions of the cells.
D. DBC
The data management machine being developed at Ohio State is called the Database Computer (DBC). Like CASSM, it is an attribute based system. It is a backend machine with seven major components, which are as follows.
1) The database command and control processor (DBCCP), which fields queries, communicates with the host machine, and controls the functioning of the other components.
2) The keyword transformation unit (KXU), which forms an encoded version of the keywords to send to the next unit.
3) The structure memory (SM), which takes the encoded keyword and looks it up in a directory to determine the positions (indices) of the matching attributes in secondary storage.
4) The structure memory information processor (SMIP), which performs set operations on the information from the structure memory.
5) The index translation unit (IXU) which decodes the information about the location of the attributes required in order to produce a physical address on the secondary memory.
6) The mass memory (MM), which is composed of moving head disks. Each disk has a processor per track (the track information processors) that will perform basic functions.
7) The security filter processor (SFP), which contains a capability list of who has permission to access what data. In the block diagram Fig. 5 , all of the above components except the MM are grouped together in the "controlling processor" box. The following explanation of the processing of query QE is derived from [11] and [ 12] .
The DBCCP receives the command Retrieve (name, salary) (relation = 'emp') & (dept = 10)) from the host processor. The predicate ((relation = 'emp') and (dept = 10)) is analyzed by the KXU, which determines if dept or relation are clustering keywords. In the case that they both are, the KXU transforms them into a coded, internal representation for look-up within the SM. The SM produces a series of index terms for relation = emp and for dept = 10 which are a coded repregentation of the cylinder numbers for the data. The SMIP performs a logical AND on the coded cylinder numbers so that only the coded cylinders for the data satisfying the predicate are passed to the next unit, the IXU. It transforms the internal coded representations into actual disk cylinder numbers, and passes the information to the DBCCP. The DBCCP then directs the MM to perform the given task on the proper cylinders (find those records with dept = 10 and relation = emp, and output the name and salary fields). The data go from the MM to the SFP which checks to determine if the access is proper. If so, the results are sent to the DBCCP, which sends them on to the host computer.
E. DIRECT
DIRECT is the backend data management machine under development at the University of Wisconsin-Madison (refer to Fig. 7) . It is composed of a controller, an arbitrary number of query processors, a CCD cache consisting of a set of page frames, and mass storage. The page frames are connected through a special crosspoint switch [171 to the processors. This crosspoint switch permits each processor to read/write a different page simultaneously and two or more processors to read the same CCD page concurrently. The controller receives the query from the host computer and directs the processors to act on the proper pages. If the pages are not in the cache, the controller initiates a disk transfer and allocates page frames for them. Each processor can execute its instructions independently, so that it is possible that each processor can be executing a different query. The controller estimates the optimal number of processors to execute a query so that total system throughput is maximized. In [19] four alternative processor allocation strategies are analyzed.
To execute QE, DIRECT receives a compiled representation of the query from the host computer. After examining the query, the controller assigns a set of the available processors to work on the query. Through the use of the "next-page" operator [ 17] , each processor examines a distinct subset of the EMP relation. After a processor makes a request to the controller for the "nextLpage" of the EMP relation, the controller returns the address of the appropriate page frame. The processor reads the page, into its local buffer and scans the page for tuples which satisfy the query. Qualifying tuples are placed in an internal buffer. After the query processor finishes scanning a page of the source relation, it requests the next page from the controlling processor. When the query processor either fills its internal result buffer or receives a "no next page" notice, it writes the temporary relation page into a new CCD cell. 
F. CAFS
The content addressable file store (CAFS) consists of a filter box between the disks and the host computer. This box can simultaneously operate on 12 different data streams to allow only qualified tuples to pass through to the host. The system reported in [21] involves using disks whose track heads can be multiplexed to the CAFS box. They can also transfer data directly to the host, bypassing the CAFS system. Fig. 8 shows CAFS.
The first action by the host processor to run query QE with CAFS is to load the CAFS box with the search key (dept = 10) and to connect each of the disk tracks that contain the EMP relation to the box. Qualifying tuples will be passed to the host. Collisions that occur in CAFS will result in extra disk revolutions.
